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Abstract

Previous researchers have demonstrated that striping heuristics produce very good (and,

in some cases, asymptotically optimal) partitions for regular grid graphs. In some cases, the

solutions generated using these techniques produced solutions for which obvious improvements

exist.

In this paper, we show that for a certain class of problem that the previous methodology

produces a guaranteed locally optimal solution. We also present an algorithm that produces a

guaranteed locally optimal solution for a larger class of problems.

There are two major benefits of this research. The first is a possible reduction in post-

processing costs. The second benefit is that we show a convenient way of dividing up the

original problem and exploiting the existing substructure.

1 Introduction

1.1 Statement of Problem

Given a graph G = (V,E) and a number of components P, the graph partitioning problem (with

uniform node and edge weights) requires dividing the vertices into P groups of specified size such

that the number of edges connecting vertices in different groups (cut edges) is minimized. (Typically,

these problem constraints are motivated by load-balancing considerations that require the P groups

to be equal or nearly-equal-sized.) This problem is known to be NP-Complete [4]. In this paper,

a restricted class of graphs is studied, namely regular grid graphs. Figure 1 shows an example

of a regular grid graph. The vertices lie at lattice points of a rectangular grid and are connected
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only to points adjacent on the lattice. (Note that the overall domain need not be rectangular; it

may, for example, be a grid approximation to a torus.) Graph partitioning of large regular grid

graphs arises in the context of minimizing interprocessor communication subject to load balancing

in parallel computation for a variety of problem classes including the solution of PDEs using finite

difference schemes [7], computer vision [6], and database applications [5]. Given this application

context, we can think of the problem as that of optimal assignment of tasks represented by the

nodes or, in the transformed problem below, assignment of cells to processors.

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 1211

13 14 15 16 17

Figure 1: A grid graph

1.2 Transformation to Cell Domain Format

Christou-Meyer [2] consider another way of formulating this problem, which is useful in terms of

generating the lower bounds on the optimal value considered below. Figure 2 gives an example of

how the original graph is transformed into a domain of square cells. Each node is mapped into a

unit square and each edge is mapped into an edge of the square. Additional “boundary” edges are

added as needed to complete squares. (In applications, it is assumed that geometrically adjacent

nodes are connected by an edge; we assume this property below.)

For the transformed problem, instead of counting cut edges, the sum of the perimeters for the

associated components is minimized. Formally, the problem to be solved is:

minimize
∑

i Per(Ci) i = 1 . . . P

s.t.

each cell is assigned to one component, and

each component is assigned a given number of cells,

where Per(Ci) equals the perimeter for component Ci. (Although in the graph literature

components are normally considered to be connected, we do not assume this connectedness property

in this paper.) In most of the discussion below, we assume that P divides the total number of cells,
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1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 1211

13 14 15 16 17

1 2 3 4 5  6

7               8               9             10            11            12

13              14             15            16            17

Figure 2: The original graph and the corresponding cell domain.

and this ratio is the given “area” for each component. (This reflects the desired load balancing in

parallel computing applications.)

The relationship between cut edges in a partition of the graph and the total perimeter of the

corresponding partition of the cell domain is:

cut edges = (total perimeter - perimeter of the boundary of the domain)/2

This follows from the observations that the domain boundary edges are always “perimeter”

edges but do not correspond to graph edges; furthermore, each cut edge contributes two to the

total perimeter. Thus minimizing perimeter is equivalent to minimizing cut edges.

Figure 3 shows an example of this relationship. In this case, P is 6 and the specified component

sizes are 3,3,3,3,2,3. (In this example, P does not divide the number of cells, so not every component

is the same size; we consider below extensions to our basic approach that allow this generalization.)

The number of cut edges in the graph equals 14. The sum of the perimeters for the components

in the cell domain is 46. The perimeter for the boundary of the cell domain is 18, so the number

of cut edges is (46-18)/2. The bottom partition is also an example of a stripe-form solution (to be

defined formally below; informally this means that components are confined to horizontal bands

except possibly for “overflows” at the ends of the bands, which do not occur in this instance). This

partition is also an optimal solution since it is easily shown to yield the lower bound available from

[8].
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A                       A                         B                       C                         C            
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D

D D

EEF F F

A            A               B              C            C              D

A            B                B             C             D              D

F             F                F              E             E

Figure 3: The top partition of the figure shows the cut edges of a partition of the original graph.

The bottom figure shows the corresponding cell-domain partition.

2 Introduction

In earlier research, Yackel-Meyer (YM) and Christou-Meyer (CM) were able to produce very good

results using striping techniques. Nothing was known about the possibilities for improvement

via swapping (although, in their implementation, CM used a post-processing swap phase). In

particular, it was not known under what conditions when pairs of cells could have their assignments

swapped with the result being an improved total perimeter.

The first result of this research shows that under certain conditions (including rectangular origin

domain) CM does produce a locally optimal solution (i.e., an assignment that can’t be improved

by reassigning two cells). Local optimality is clearly desirable from a theoretical viewpoint. It is

also computationally desirable since it eliminates the need for a post-processing swap phase. It

will also be shown that CM can also make assignments that are far from locally optimal, if certain

conditions are not satisfied.

We now discuss the Basic U-turn algorithm, and show that it makes assignments that are

guaranteed to be locally optimal for all cases of rectangular grids. This method can be extended to

a more elaborate algorithm, the Improved U-turn algorithm. The Improved U-turn algorithm

will be briefly discussed but the proof of its local optimality will only be sketched.

The concept of a U-turn region (to be defined later) arose initially as we considered the area
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within an assignment where swap improvements could be made. As mentioned in the previous

chapter, YM and CM make assignments such that the majority of components have optimal or

near-optimal perimeters. However, large deviations from optimality occurred when trying to assign

components at the boundary of the domain. The research presented in this chapter is designed to

reduce the effects of these boundary components.

Two factors were examined to reduce the ill effects of a poor assignment within the U-turn

region. The first was an improvement of the CM method called the Basic U-turn algorithm. The

second factor involved increasing the size of the U-turn region and developing assignment patterns

that would be better suited to handle certain situations (the Improved U-turn algorithm). The

reader should notice that by expanding the U-turn region, components that would have been

assigned in near-optimal patterns may no longer be, so a balance between the size of the U-turn

region and the number of well-shaped components had to be achieved.

Local optimality of a fill procedure is proved only in the case of rectangular domains. However,

the ideas developed in conjunction with the proof are useful in terms of developing good fill proce-

dures for more general domains as in the development of the dynamic-programming algorithm see

(add a reference here).

The U-turn region also provided a completely unexpected result. This region in the grid provided

a convenient method of dividing the grid into independent parts. This ability to divide the grid into

independent parts is the foundation upon which the second major breakthrough of the research

is built. This led to the discovery of a polynomial algorithm that produces the best stripe-based

solution for a given fill procedure.

3 Terms and Definitions

In this chapter, only rectangular grids will be considered. Examples of a rectangular and a

non-rectangular grid are given in figure 4.

Definition - A stripe is defined to be any collection of consecutive rows within a grid.

Definition - A component is any collection of cells assigned to the same group (or processor).

Figure 5 shows a component assigned to group A.

Definition - The process of assigning the cells within a stripe is called stripe assignment.

Definition - For this discussion, a solution is said to be locally optimal if the overall perimeter

can’t be reduced by swapping the assignments for two cells.
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Rectangular Grid

Non-rectangular Grid

Figure 4: A rectangular and a non-rectangular grid
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Definition - Swapping the assignments for two cells will be referred to as a two-cell swap.

(We focus on the balanced case in which components have equal area. In this case the smallest

change that can produce another feasible solution is a two-cell swap).

Figure 5 will be used to demonstrate several definitions.

A      A     A     A      A             A

A      A     A     A

A      A     A     A

A      A     A     A

A

A

2       1       1      1      3  4

1       0       0      1

1       0       0      1

1       1       1      2

2*

3*

Figure 5: Classification of cell assignments by perimeter contribution

In figure 5, we assume that the cells shown represent all the cells assigned to component A and

categorize the cells according to their contribution to the total perimeter of the component.

Definition - An interior cell is assigned to the same component as all four of its neighbors.

In figure 5, interior cells are marked as 0.
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Definition - An edge cell contributes one to the perimeter. These cells are marked with a 1

in figure 5.

Definition - A vertex cell is a corner cell in a component or a cell with exactly two neighbors

assigned to its component. These cells are marked with 2’s. Type 2 cells may also occur in

“peninsulas”. These are marked with 2∗ in figure 5.

Definition - A spike cell is a cell that has only a single neighbor assigned to the same processor.

This cell is marked with a 3.

Definition - An island cell is assigned to a different processor than all of its neighbors. An

example of this is marked with a 4. (In the constructions to follow, island cells are not generated)

Definition - In figure 5 those cells marked as 2∗ and 3∗ make up a peninsula. A peninsula

is a connected collection of cells with the property that all cells in it are type-2 or 3.

Definition - Boundary cells are those cells that are of types 1 through 3

Definition - Semi-perimeter equals the sum of the number of rows and columns occupied by

a component.

Definition - The enclosing frame (also known as the rectangular hull or enclosing rect-

angle) for a connected component is the minimum sized rectangle that encloses the component.

Definition - If a component is not a rectangle, but can be represented as the union of a rectangle

plus additional incomplete “boundary” rows or columns, then the cells in these “boundary” rows

or columns are fringe cells.

Definition - A component is said to be slice convex if for any two cells within a row or column

of a component, all the cells within the row or column between these two cells are assigned to the

component.

Definition - For a component C, a gap occurs within a column (or row) if there are two cells,

a and b, assigned to C within that column (or row), and one or more cells between a and b that

are not assigned to C (between a and b there are no other cells assigned to C). Figure 8 shows

examples of interior and boundary gaps.

Definition - A component is said to be top-to-bottom column-wise assigned if, with the

rows numbered top to bottom and the columns numbered left to right, within column j, cell[i][j] is

assigned before cell[i+1][j] and cells in column j will be assigned before cells in column j-1 (when

assigning right to left) or j+1 (when assigning left to right).

Definition - To row-wise assign a component is to assign all cells in row i, either left to right

or right to left, within certain columns, before assigning any cells in row i+1.
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4 Local Optimality of the CM Fill Procedure

In figure 6, we have two locally optimal solutions. The assignment on the right reflects the simplest

columnwise fill procedure for a single stripe that we will consider in part 2. For any component,

the perimeter cannot be reduced by a two-cell swap, without making another processor’s perimeter

worse by a larger or equal amount.

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 4

2 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 4 4

3 3 3 3 1 2 2 3 3 4

4 4 4 4 1 2 2 3 3 4

Figure 6: Locally optimal assignments

Lemma 1 The perimeter for a connected component is greater than or equal to the perimeter of

the enclosing frame. If the component is slice convex and connected, then the two perimeters are

equal. Perimeters can be calculated using the following formulas; where the second formula applies

even if the component is not connected.

(1) Perimeter = 2 * (no. of rows + no. of cols

(slice-convex component) = 2 * semi-perimeter

(2) Perimeter = 2 * (no. of rows + no. of cols

(non-slice-convex component) + no. of gaps)

= 2*(semi-perimeter+no. of gaps)

Proof

If the component is slice convex, then there is a 1-1 and onto mapping between the perimeter

edges of the component and the edges of the enclosing frame. Figure 7 contains an example of

a slice convex and non-slice convex domain. If the enclosing frame for the domain is broken up

into unit lengths, where each length is considered an element, then there is an obvious 1-1 and

onto mapping from this set of elements and the perimeter edges of the slice-convex domain. The

mapping would project each edge of the grid to the corresponding edge of the enclosing rectangle

(see edges marked e,f,g, and h in figure 7).

For the case of a non-slice convex component, the mapping is no longer an isomorphism, because

the number of perimeter edges for the domain is greater than the number of elements in the set of
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unit lengths for the enclosing rectangle; but the mapping from the edges of the enclosing frame to

the perimeter edges of the component is 1-1.

Slice-convex domain

Non-slice-convex domain

Enclosing
rectangle

1      2      3      4       5       6     7      8      9       10    11

12

13

14

15

16

1718192021222324252627
28

29

30

31

32

c       d
a       b

e       f

g

 h

Figure 7: No elements in the enclosing frame map to a,b,c, and d

A non-slice convex component has gaps within rows or columns which contribute to the total

perimeter. If the gap is along the boundary of the grid (that is, the gap occurs in a row or column

but not both), then two additional edges are added to the set of perimeter edges of the component.

If the gap is in the interior of the grid, then the gap occurs in both a row an column and four

additional edges are added to the set of perimeter edges (see figure 8) (The gap count in Lemma

1 includes both row and column gaps.).

2

Lemma 2 Adding a cell to a slice-convex component cannot decrease the perimeter.

Proof

Follows from Lemma 1, formulas 1 and 2, since semi-perimeter cannot decrease.

2
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A A A A A A A A

A     A     A             A     A      A    A

A     A     A     A     A      A     A     A

    Perimeter of enclosing rectangle = 2*(4+8) = 24

A     A     A     A     A             A     A

Perimeter = 2*(4+8) + 4  + 2 = 30

Figure 8: Perimeter for component with interior gap and boundary gap

Lemma 3 The perimeter for a rectangular component can not be reduce by a two-cell swap.

Proof (sketch) - Case 1, the component is assigned to either a single column or row (see any

of the components in the lefthand picture in figure 6). Moving a corner cell will reduce the number

of rows or columns by one, but will increase the number of columns or rows by one. There is no

improvement. Moving an interior cell increases the overall perimeter.

Case 2 - The component appears in multiple rows and columns. Moving a cell will not reduce

the number of rows or columns, because each row and column contained more than one cell. In

fact, wherever the new assignment is made at least one column or row will be added to the size of

the enclosing frame.

2

In figure 9, we have a non-locally-optimal solution. Here the boldfaced 3 and 4 can be swapped

and the overall perimeter will be reduced. In this case, moving the 3 reduces the number of columns

by one. Moving the 4 to 3’s old position doesn’t make worse 4’s perimeter.

Lemma 4 Assuming slice convexity and no island cells, the only swap that can improve the total

perimeter is one in which a spike cell is moved to a corner destination (one with vertical and

horizontal neighbors in the same component).

Proof -

Moving a type-3 cell to a corner position will reduce semi-perimeter because its origin was the

only cell in its row or column and its destination is a position for which the corresponding row and
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column are already included in the semi-perimeter.

Type-k cells, k = 2,1, or 0, either

1) have vertical and horizontal neighbors in their component, so corresponding location swaps

cannot reduce semi-perimeter; or

2) lie on a peninsula, in which case a swap produces a gap, and therefore, by the second formula

in lemma 1, this gap compensates for the row or column count decrement and the perimeter cannot

decrease.

2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 3 3 2 2

4 4 4 3 3 3

4 4 4 3 3 3

4 4 4 4 3 3

Figure 9: A non-locally optimal assignment

In the original CM fill method, the actual columns were filled from the top. We will show that

a modified CM fill method will produce a locally optimal solution if certain conditions are met, as

indicated in the following theorem:

Theorem 1 Let the following assumptions be satisfied:

1. Graph partitioned using a stripe decomposition method.

2. Filling by column, alternate (down and up) fill directions.

(snake-fill procedure).

3. An integral number of processors is contained within each stripe.

4. Component area is ≥ 4.

5. 3

4
* component area ≥ the largest stripe height

Then the solution generated is locally optimal.

(In the discussion to follow, A will be used to denote the area or the number of cells assigned

to a component.)
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The first three conditions are needed for defining the stripe assignment. The last two are needed

for technical reasons. If the area to be assigned to a component is 1, 2 or 3, then any connected

component is of minimum perimeter, so the assignments produced by the fill procedure are actually

optimal. So we only consider areas greater than or equal to 4. As a consequence of assumption 5

we will show that there will never be spike cells in consecutive columns.

    

(2/3 - e)s

(2/3 + e)s

(1/3-e)s

e*s

s

1                     2                  3                  4      

C                   C

D

D

D

Figure 10: Spike cells in non-consecutive columns

In figure 10 we have two components, C and D, with area equal to 4/3 of the stripe height

(The proof is analogous if A > 4/3*stripe height). If C is to have a spike in the column labelled 2,

then the number of C cells in column 2 must be greater than the number of C cells in column 1.

Thus, we assume that C contains (2/3 - ε)*s cells in column 1 and (2/3 + ε)*s cells in column 2.

The remainder of column 2 contains (1/3 - ε)*s cells of D. Since D is also assigned an area equal

to 4/3*s, there are s+ ε remaining cells of D to be assigned. That means that all of the column

labelled 3 and part of 4 will contain D’s. Therefore, D cannot have a spike cell in column 3, and D

and C cannot have spike cells in consecutive columns (This prevents the following from happening:

suppose s > 3/4*A and as a result, there are no D cells in column 4, then the bottom D cell in

column 3 could be swapped with the top C cell in column 2, and the total perimeter would be

reduced.)

Observations

Fact 1 Assumption 2 guarantees that the cells for a given processor are connected. This follows

from the fact that the first cell assigned in the next column will be adjacent to the last assigned cell

in the current column.

Fact 2 The assignment is slice convex. This follows from the fill procedure. Within column, the
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cells are assigned consecutively. Columns are filled from left to right, and this implies that the row

assignments are slice convex, since clearly this fill can produce no gaps in a row.

Fact 3 It follows from Fact 3.1 and assumption 5 that no component will contain an island cell.

Overview of Proof of Theorem 1 - The proof will be broken into several parts. First, certain

cells will be eliminated as possible candidates for swapping. Across-stripe swaps will be shown to

not improve the overall perimeter. Lastly, it will be shown that no within-stripe swap will improve

the overall perimeter.

In all cases, we will show that either:

1. The component has at least two cells within every row or column, which

means swapping will not reduce the number of rows or columns of

the component; or

2. The component has a single cell appearing in a row or column, in which

case swapping that cell assignment would increase the perimeter of the

other component.

B B* A*

... B B* A* ...

B* A* A

.

.

.

B* A* A

Figure 11: Boundary cells: B∗’s and A∗’s

The following lemma is useful.

Lemma 5 No swaps between non-adjacent components can improve the overall perimeter.

Proof - Follows from lemma 4..

2

This lemma implies that the only cells that could possibly produce a better solution are those

cells along the boundary between two adjacent areas.
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Lemma 6 A swap across a stripe cannot improve the combined perimeter for the components

involved.

Proof -

Such a swap cannot have a corner cell as a destination, by lemma 4 there can be no improving

swap.

2

This lemma implies that only swaps of cells contained within the same stripe need be considered.

It will now be shown that there does not exist a within-stripe swap that improves the overall

perimeter. If a swap were to improve the overall perimeter, for at least one of the components the

perimeter would have to decrease and for the other component the perimeter would have to remain

the same or decrease. (This follows from the fact for a given component that the only increments

for change in size of perimeter are a decrease by 2, no change, and an increase by 2 or 4). Denote a

component for which the size of the perimeter decreases as “I” (for improving). A component for

which the size of the perimeter is at worst unchanged will be denoted by “N” (non-increasing).

In order to prove that there does not exist a within-stripe swap that reduces the overall perime-

ter, it will be shown that there does not exist a pair of adjacent components one of which is a N

and the other is an I (called an I-N pair). Only adjacent regions need by considered by lemma 5

Because of the hypothesis that stripe height is less than or equal to 0.75*component area, a

component cannot fit into a single column. Therefore, there are two cases that must be examined:

1. I intersects at least three columns.

2. I intersects exactly two columns.

Case 1 - A three-column I component

I I N

? I N

. N

. N

. N

? I I

1 2 3 column labels
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(Note: The ?’s indicate that the cell may or may not contain an I.)

Also assume that an N component appears in column labelled 3. Since there can be no spikes

in column labelled 2 because every cell in the column has at least two neighbors, the only swaps

that would reduce the size of the perimeter of I are those that move a spike cell from column 1 or

3 to column 3 or 1. Assuming that a spike appears in column 3, then the swap to reduce I would

not involve the N component. Therefore, this pair of components can not be an I-N pair.

For the case that I intersects more than three columns the argument is analogous (the only

change is the number of columns completely assigned to I’s).

Case 2 - I is a two-column component. (this is relevant when 4

3
*stripe height ≤ A ≤ 2 * stripe

height).

We have the following case:

I I

I I

H I

.

. ?

I

1 2 3 column labels

Figure 12: I as a two-column component.

If A < 2*stripe height, by Lemma 4, if I’s perimeter is to be reduced, then the spike cell must

be moved to a corner position. In figure 12, that corner position is marked with an H. Whatever

component was originally assigned in position H does not appear in column labelled 3. As a

consequence of assumption 4, we know that cell H is not a spike cell. So to swap I to position

H will reduce I’s perimeter, but will also increase the other component’s perimeter by an equal

amount. Therefore, no overall improvement occurs.

Again, in the previous argument, if the fringe is on the other side, the argument still holds.

If A equals 2*stripe height, then all the components are rectangles and are at a local minimum.

All possible configurations that the I component could have assumed have now been checked,

and no I-N improving swap is possible.

2
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The left grid in figure 6 illustrates a local minimum of poor quality. In that example, each

component has a perimeter of 10, whereas an optimal solution uses 2x2 components with perimeter

equal to eight each.

However, if the CM method is applied with properly chosen stripe heights, good solutions are

obtained. If the grid is MxN and the grid is to be broken into P partitions, then we have the

following theorem based on constructing a feasible solution via a striping approach of CM [1].

Theorem 8 (Christou-Meyer) - Assuming P divides MN and that P ≥ max (M,N) the

minimum perimeter problem MP (M,N,P) has a feasible solution whose relative distance δ from

the lower bound satisfies:

δ <
1

A0.5
p

+ 1

Ap

Thus the error bound δ converges to zero as Ap (the area of each processor) tends to infinity.

5 Overflow Assignments

All the previous results are for rectangular grids that have been partitioned into stripes that can

be assigned to an integral number of components. How does the CM algorithm handle the case

that an integral number of components can’t be assigned within a stripe?

When a component overflows from one stripe to the next, CM row-wise assigns the overflow

cells. This can lead to the creation of peninsulas. Figure 13 shows two peninsula examples.

Component G has a horizontal peninsula, and component F has a vertical peninsula. Obvi-

ously, row-assigning the overflow cells does not always produce good assignments (to improve the

assignments the reader can think of “folding in” the peninsula like a blade in a pocket knife).

Column-assigning the cells can also produce peninsulas. We may now formally define the region in

which these overflow assignments occur.

Definition - Those cells at the end of stripe i that are assigned to components appearing in

two stripes make up the U-turn region for stripe i.

In figure 13, those cells in the upper stripe assigned to F make up the U-turn region in this

example.

In the next section the Basic U-turn algorithm will be presented. This eliminates certain

peninsulas via a series of two-cell swaps and and reduces in the overall perimeter. The result is a

local optimum.
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A B D E F

FGH

     peninsula

   peninsula

Figure 13: A horizontal and a vertical peninsula

6 The Basic U-turn Algorithm

Assumptions/Notation

For a given stripe i, an integral number of processors cannot be assigned to cells within that

stripe. The last processor that is completely assigned within this stripe is N.

In the following algorithm, the direction of assignment is left to right; the arguments can be

suitably modified if the direction of assignment is right to left. All columns are filled top-down

(This is not a source of difficulty with respect to local optimum because we assume stripe height

< A/4.).

Overview of Algorithm

This algorithm can be broken into two parts. The first part is the initial columnwise assignment

of cells in the grid. The second part searchs the grid for pairwise swaps that will reduce the overall

perimeter. After all such swaps are identified and made, the result is a locally optimal solution. In

figure 14 assignments are made columnwise top to bottom. The arrows indicate the direction of

fill. Figures 15 and 16 show the kinds of swaps that are made as needed (the reader may have

noticed that an across-stripe swap is a “vertical” slider swap).
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initial fill →

↓

overflow

← fill

↓

overflow

fill →

↓

. overflow

.

.

→ fill

↓

overflow

fill ←

Figure 14: Flow of assignments
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I  I  I  I  I  I  N  N  N  N  N  N N
I  I  I  I  I  I  N  N  N  N  N  N N

  Before

I  I  I  I  I  I  N  N  N  N  N  N N
I  I  I  I  I  I  N  N  N  N  N  N N

O I  I  I  I  I  I  N  N  N  N  N  N N

After

First swap
Second swap

O  O O O O O O O O O O O O O O
O  O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

O  O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

I I  I  I  I  I  N  N  N  N  N  N  N O

Figure 15: An example of a pair of slider swaps
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N N N N N N N N O

N N N N N N N O O
N N N N N N N O O

O O O
O O
O O

Before

Swap

N N N N N N N O O
N N N N N N N O O

O O
O O

N N N N N N N O O

N O O

After

Figure 16: An example of an across-stripe swap

Algorithm

Cells are assigned columnwise, top to bottom, unless indicated as exceptions below:

Step 1 - Assigning processor N (see figure 17), the non-overflow case.

while (the number of unassigned cells >= area)

{

- assign the cells for the processor columnwise top

to bottom.

}

Now assume that in figure 17, the unassigned area between columns j and s, inclusive, in

stripe i, is not large enough to accommodate another complete component with A cells and thus is

designated as the U-turn region.

The next processor to be assigned will overflow into the next stripe.

Step 2 - Assigning component O (see figure 18), the overflow case.

Assign all the remaining cells in stripe i to O.
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N N N

Stripe i N N N

↓

. N

. -

. -

N N -

. j s

Figure 17: Assigning non-overflow component N

N N N O O O

Stripe i N N N O O

↓ .

. N .

. O O

. O

N N O O

column labels s

- - - - - - O O

Stripe i+1 - - - - - - ↓ ↓

Figure 18: Assigning overflow component O
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while (there remain O’s to assign)

{

Assign the O’s top to bottom in stripe i+1.

}

if (column s, in both stripes, is not completely assigned

to O’s)

{ // Balance heights in column s-1 and s via reducing swaps

// (see figure 20).

for the stripe in which the O’s don’t completely fill

column s

while (height of O’s in column s-1) + 1 <

(height of O’s in column s)

{

swap the spike O with the lowest (highest) N (N’, if the

peninsula is in stripe i+1) in column s - 1.

}

// Taking care of the extra cell.

if (height of O’s in column s > height of O’s in column s-1)

{

if (stripe == i)

{

assign this extra cell in the last row of stripe i in

column s-2.

}

else

{

assign this extra cell in the first row of stripe i+1

in column s-2.

}
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}

}

N N N N N N N N N N

N N N N O N N N N N

N N N N N N N

Stripe i N N . N N N O O

N N . N N N O O

N N . N N N O O

Z N N N N O Z N N O O O

s s

Figure 19: Removing a peninsula via swaps

(Note: In figure 19, because of assumption 1 (stated below), the O in column s-2 can never be

a spike. See lemma 9 for details.)

Step 3 - Making reducing swaps.

At this point, the grid has been completely assigned. We refer to this assignment as the initial

assignment. For any pair of stripes, there can be at most one component that appears in both

stripes. There are two types of swaps that can improve the total perimeter. The first is an across-

stripe swap. The second is a slider multi-swap (referred to below as simply a slider). A slider occurs

when a component from stripe i+1 (i) has a single cell in stripe i (i+1). Multi-swaps may involve

several two-cell swaps. After performing these swaps in Step 3, the assignment is locally optimal.

Step 3 - Making reducing swaps.

i = 1;

while ( i <= number of stripes - 1)

{

Step 4.1 - Check for across-stripe swap for components adjacent to overflow components.

Components assigned immediately after an O component are designated N’ For the following block

of code, refer to figures 20 and and figure 21.

if (O has a side spike in stripe i(i+1)) &&

(O’s spike falls within the columns containing N) &&
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N N N N N N O N N N N N O O

N N N N N O O N N N N N O O

N N N N N O O N N N N N O O

N N N N N O O N N N N N O O

N’ N’ N’ O O O O N’ N’ N’ N O O O

N’ N’ N’ N’ O O O N’ N’ N’ N’ O O O

Figure 20: An N-O across-stripe swap

N N N N O O O N N N N O O O

N N N O O O O N N N N’ O O O

N’ N’ N’ N’ N’ O O N’ N’ N’ N’ N’ O O

I N’ N’ N’ N’ O O I N’ N’ N’ N’ O O

I N’ N’ N’ N’ O O I N’ N’ N’ N’ O O

I N’ N’ N’ N’ N’ O I N’ N’ N’ N’ O O

m m

Figure 21: A O-N’ across-stripe swap
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(N(N’) has a rightside spike in stripe i+1(i))

{

- swap the two spikes.

}

At this point, N,O or N’ could have cells in both stripe i and i+1, but this is not true for any

other component appearing in either stripe.

Observe that across-stripe swaps for O result in full height rectangles in stripes i and i+1 (and

no O spikes), because these swaps have corner cells as destinations.

The last improving swap within stripe and is called a slider swap. This definition will be

demonstrated by an example, see figures 22 and 23 (Bottom slider swaps are also possible, and

are similar, hence are not illustrated here.).

stripe i 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

stripe i+1 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

Figure 22: Before a top slider (the bold 2 is the slider)

stripe i 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

stripe i+1 5 5 5 5 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

Figure 23: After a two top slider swaps

Step 4.2 - Check for a slider.

Search for a slider cell within each stripe.
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Slide this cell by swapping as necessary.

(Several swaps may be required. )

}// This ends the while ( i <= number of stripes - 1).loop

At this point, all of the components in stripe i have locally optimal perimeters.

Proof of Local Optimality

Assumptions

1. Area for each processor > 4*(smallest stripe height).

2. Stripe height ≥ 4.

3. Each stripe has at least 5 components.

Fact 4 A swap is only made if it reduces the overall perimeter.

We group the components into three types. The first, Type I (I is for interior), is a component

that is not a neighbor of an overflow component in the same stripe, at the end of the initial

assignment. The second type, Type O (O is for overflow), is a component that does extend over

two stripes at the end of the initial assignment (these types of components will always span two

stripes). The last component, Type N (N is for neighbor), is a component that is a within-stripe

neighbor to a Type O component.

To prove local optimality, we will show that no component can be improved via a swap. Each

type of component will be considered separately. When considering possible swap cells, only des-

tinations with assignments that match neighbors of spike cells need be considered, since otherwise

an island cell would result. We need the following definition:

Definition - For a given U-turn region, define those cells that are assigned to type-N compo-

nents, type-O components, and any other component that is involved in a slider swap to be the

swap area for the U-turn region.

We first need to prove that processing a U-turn region doesn’t result in a configuration that

would allow a chain reaction of other swaps. In order to prove this result, we need the following

lemma and associated definition.

Definition - A component in which a slider cell was detected will be termed a slider compo-

nent.

Lemma 7 There is at least one component in each stripe that cannot participate in a slider swap.
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Proof (by contradiction) - A slider component can either be a N-component or an O-

component. For this argument, assume that the slider components are N’s (the argument for

other cases is similar).

Assume that N and N’ (see figure 24) are slider components. Because of the assumption about

each stripe containing at least five components, it follows that neither N and N’ can extend to the

halfway column of the grid. From this it also follows there there exists a component Is that neither

component can affect. Also, N (N’) can’t affect anything to the right (left) of Is. So it follows that

two slider components cannot affect common components.

By a similar argument, if N and N’ appear in consecutive stripes, then N (or N’) cannot affect

N’ (or N) (see figure 24).

We have now shown that both stripes within a swap area area cannot be affected by any

component outside the swap area.

2

This previous lemma is useful in that it shows that there is a termination point to the slider

swap. We also know that a N-component could never involve another N-component from another

U-turn region.

Slider component
N

Slider component

N’

UnaffectedUnaffected I_s
by by

NN’

U-turn
region

Swap area for N’

U-turn
region

Swap area for N

Figure 24: Component Is can’t be affected by slider swaps.

This previous lemma is useful in that it shows that there is a termination point to the slider

swap. We also know that a N-component could never involve another N-component from another

U-turn region.

Lemma 8 The final total perimeter for the domain is independent of the order in which the U-turn
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N

N’

U-turn
region

U-turn
region

Figure 25: One slider component cannot affect another slider component.

regions are processed.

Proof - From the previous lemma, we know that a slider swap in one region does not change the

assignment for a component in another swap area. The only other type of swap is an across-stripe

swap, which involves only O and either N or N’ component within the U-turn region. It follows

that the swap areas are mutually exclusive. Therefore, we can process the U-turn regions in any

order, without affecting the final solution.

2

Because of this lemma, we may processes the U-turn regions starting at the top of the grid and

working down, as was done in the algorithm.

It is important that the reader understand the necessity of the previous two lemmas. The proofs

that follow depend on potential spike positions being easily identified.

For the following proof, the direction of assignment is assumed to be left to right in the stripe

that could produce an overflow into the next stripe. The argument is similar for the case of right-

to-left assignment.

To prove the theorem, we must show that for each type of configuration that the configuration

cannot be improved whether or not the configuration had been involved in some type of swap.

Since the O-type configuration is where the swapping begins, this is the configuration that will be

dealt with first. First we need to state some facts concerning slider swaps.

Facts concerning a slider swap
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1

2

3

i

i+1

t

Swap

area

Swap

area

Swap

area

Swap

area

Swap

area

Swap

area

Figure 26: Mutually exclusive swap areas

1. The overflow for the slider component can only contain a

single cell (which forms a spike).

2. Any component that is improved as a result a slider will have

a rectangle for its final configuration.

3. A slider allows for across-component swaps.

Before we examine the O-component, we need the following lemma, which eliminates possible

spike positions.

Lemma 9 If the peninsula elimination procedure is applied to a component, then the number of

columns completely assigned to that component in the other stripe is at least three.

Proof - By assumption 1, we know that component O has enough area to be assigned to at

least four columns, within one stripe. Since the peninsula elimination phase only occurs if the

peninsula does not occupy a full column (and of height > 1), that forces at least three columns in

the other stripe to be completely assigned to component O.

2

It follows that the odd O cell moved to column s-2 can never be a spike cell (see figure 28).
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TYPE-O COMPONENTS

The case tree for the O component is shown in figure 27.

O processed
O not processed

O not a slider
component

O is a slider
component

across-stripe swap
O is involved in an O is not involved in an

across-stripe swap
(Case O-c)(Case O-b)

(Case O-a)

(Case O-d)

Figure 27: Case tree for Type-O components

If O is processed (columns s and s-1 are assigned an equal number of O’s), then O can’t be a

slider, because there is more than one O assigned in either stripe. Also, O can’t be involved in an

across-stripe swap, because neither N nor N’ will have a spike in column s-1 (see figures 20 and

21).

If O has not been processed, then O could be involved in either an across-stripe swap or a slider

swap (as only a slider component, since no other component can surround O) but not both. If

O has only a single cell in either stripe, then O could be a slider component. If there exists an

across-stripe swap, then O has more than one cell in both stripes and cannot be a slider component.

O component is processed (Case = O-a in tree)

Here the O’s were be reassigned to columns s-1 and s-2. To prove local optimality, we need only

look at neighbors of spikes.

By lemma 9, the cell marked with an X is the only position that could contain a spike (this

follows from the fact that at most three columns in the upper stripe will contain O’s and by the

lemma, at least three columns in the lower stripe contain O’s, therefore there can be no spikes in
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the upper stripe). By lemma 4, if O’s perimeter is to be reduced, then spike X must be moved to

a corner position. At most there are two corner positions: 41 and 42 (there is only one, 41, if the

O’s only appear in a single row in stripe i). To move a 4 from either 41 or 42 would add a row to

4’s height (since neither 41 or 42 is a spike cell), offsetting any improvement in O. Therefore, there

is no improving swap.

Direction 4 4 4 4

→ 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 42 O O

stripe i 4 4 41 O O O

stripe i+1 X O O O O

5 O O O O

← 5 O O O O

5 O O O O

q s

Figure 28: Spike positions when O is processed out

The reader should note that a single-column peninsula is possible. However, if O completely

fills the last column of a stripe, then this component is at a local minimum, with respect to two-

cell swaps (Since the height of the stripe is at least four, this O peninsula could be folded in and

reduce O’s height by at least two, while increasing N width by 1. But this would require an initial

non-improving two-cell swap, which has been disallowed.).

O is processed

No across-stripe swap was possible (Case = O-b in tree).

See figures 29 and 30, as fill proceeds, if W starts as a spike, we will either stop short of W’s

column when assign O’s and W remains a spike, or continue filling with O’s, past W’s column, and

X could possible become a spike. W (X) can only be moved to a corner by swapping across stripe.

Since we know that the 5 (4) component does not have any cells in stripe i (i+1), this swap will

increase 5’s (4’s) height, without reducing the width (the 5 (4) component is assigned completely
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Direction 2 O O O O 4 4 4 4 Y

→ 2 O O O O 4 4 4 4 O

2 O O O O 4 4 4 O O

stripe i W O O O O 4 4 4 O O

stripe i+1 5 5 5 O O X O O O O

5 5 5 O O O O O O

← 5 5 5 5 O O O O O

5 5 5 5 Z O O O O

q q+1 s q q+1 s

Figure 29: Possible spike positions for an O-component (column s is completely assigned to O).

Direction 4 4 4 4 4 Y

4 4 4 4 O O

Stripe i 4 4 4 4 O O

4 4 4 4 O O

Stripe i + 1 X O O O O O O

O O O O O O

O O O O O O

O O O O O O

q+1 s

Figure 30: When an across-stripe swap may not be made, even though there is a spike in column

q+1. The O spike can also appear in the other stripe.
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to three columns and the far right column must contain at least two of this components cells OR

(see figure 30) O’s spike falls outside the columns containing N, which would have created a “4”

island cell, if 4 and O had been swapped; otherwise an across-stripe swap would have been made).

To move Z (Y) to a corner position would require a 5 (4) to be assigned to column s. This

increases the number of columns component 5 (4) appears in. And since 5 (4) appears in at least

three full columns, the row count of component 5 (4) can’t be reduced. Therefore, no improvement

is possible.

A N-O across-stripe swap (Case = O-c in tree)

(See figures 20 and 21)

N has a side-spike cell in stripe i+1 (i) and O has a side-spike cell in stripe i (i+1). When

these two cells are swapped, the N cell has effectively been slid from side to top or bottom of the

component. After the swap, O will have no spike cells, but rather a rectangle in stripe i and a

rectangle in stripe i+1 (each rectangle is of width at least 2, by assumption 1). It follows that O is

at a local minimum.

Slider Swaps were performed

The O component is the slider component (Case = O-d in case tree)

(see figure 31)

N N O O O O O

Direction N N O O O O O

→ N N O O O O O

N W O O O O O

5 5 Z 4 4 4

5 5 5 4 4 4

5 5 5 4 4 4

5 5 5 4 4 4

b

Figure 31: A top-slider swap component

In figure 31, both W and Z are potential O spikes. Since component O is a slider component,

then Z is on the bottom border of the component. In this case, O is the only component that

appears in both stripes. The only corners to which Z could be moved are all in the upper stripe.
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But those positions are assigned to components that only appear in the upper stripe. So any

reduction in Z’s height will produce an increase in height for the swapping component.

For the case of W, we need only look at at components N and 5. The only corner position that

W could be moved into occurs in the bottom stripe. Moving a 5 to the upper stripe will not decease

5’s width, but will increase 5’s height. Therefore, this type of swap produces no improvement.

Therefore, this O component is at a local minimum before and after a slider swap. The argument

for the slider cell (Z) being at the top of the component is similar.

TYPE-N COMPONENTS

The cases for showing that N is at a local minimum are listed in the tree as shown in figure 32.

If N is not involved in any type of swap, then N only appears in one stripe, and only a within-stripe

swap could possible improve N. In this case, N could not possibly be a slider configuration.

The other case occurs if N was involved in some type of swap. If N were involved in an across-

stripe swap with O, then N may or may not be a slider component. If N were not involved in an

across-stripe swap, then N appears only in a single stripe, but could be affected by a slider swap.

The arguments to follow apply to both N and N’.

N not involved in any swaps (Case = N-a tree)

If the O component is not evened out in N’s stripe, then in this case the type N component is

assigned like a type I component. N can have at most two side spikes that cannot be moved within

frame without making the perimeter for another component worse (This was shown to be true in

the proof of local optimality of CM for the rectangular case.).

If the O component was processed in N’s stripe, to reduce N’s perimeter would cause O to

become non-slice convex (see figures 19 and 28, where N spikes are boldfaced Z and 4). Since N

occupies more than four columns and only possible spike position is at the left boundary, the N

spike would have to be moved to a corner position, reducing N’s perimeter by two. In doing so, we

would make O non-slice convex, thereby increasing O’s perimeter.

N involved in a swap

N involved in an across-stripe swap, but is not a slider component. (Case N-b in tree)

The side spike for N has been slid to either the top or bottom of the component. The N

component can now only have one side spike and a slider spike. The bottom spike can occur in any

cell between columns b and e, inclusive, as shown in figure 33 (Otherwise, the column count for N

would increase and no improvement in total perimeter possible. This could only occur if O’s spike

is in a column outside of N’s enclosing frame; and we said that this swap would not be made.).
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N not involved in either
across-stripe or slider swap

(Case N-a)

N involved in some type of swap

N involved in an
across-stripe
swap.

N not involved in an
across-stripe swap

  (Case N-b)
N is a slider component

(Case N-c)

(Case N-d)

N is a not slider component

Perim(N) is reduced
by a slider swap

The case with N as a slider configuration can only occur after an across-stripe swap.
If Perim(N) is reduced by a slider configuration, then it cannot become a slider configuration.

Figure 32: Case tree for Type-N components

I N N N N N O

I N N N N N O

I N N N N N O

N N N N N N O

b N e O

Figure 33: N component after an across-stripe swap
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As in the case for the O component, we have shown that the leftside N spike can’t be moved

within frame and that the bottom N spike can’t be moved into the upper stripe in column b. The

only other possible move for the N spike is to column e+1, but there are no corners in this column.

It follows that N’s component, as the slider component, is at a local minimum after one or more

slider swaps.

N is in an across-stripe swap AND is a slider component. (Case N-c in tree)

The proof is exactly the same as for case N-b. The spikes, at the side or bottom, can’t be moved

within the enclosing rectangle without increasing the perimeter for the other component.

N was subjected to a slider swap only (Case = N-d in tree)

This situation can occur if the neighboring O component in stripe i (i+1) is the slider component.

In this case, N component in stripe i+1 (i) becomes a rectangle and cannot be improved.

TYPE-I COMPONENTS

Figure 34 is the case tree for proving that I is at a local minimum. From the discussions for

the two previous types of components, we know that I is never involved in an across-stripe swap

(swapping with either the O component or the N component would not produce an improved total

perimeter). Therefore, an I-component can only appear in one stripe and can never be a slider

component. A type-I component can only be involved in slider swaps as the component whose

perimeter is going to be reduced. So we only have to look at the cases of slider swap or not.

I not involved in a
slider swap.

I not involved in
a slider swap

(Case I-a) (Case I-b)

Figure 34: Case tree for Type-I components

Fact 5 For type I components, only within-stripe swaps offer the possibility of improvement.

I not involved in a slider swap (Case = I-a)
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Previous Stripe C C C C C C

Direction Y I I C

← I I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

D I I X

D D D D D D

Figure 35: A Type I component

To swap cells with another type I processor will not reduce the perimeter (this was shown to

be true in the proof of local optimality of CM for rectangular grids). A non-slider I-N swap is

analyzed in the same way, and therefore no improvement is possible. An I-O swap within stripe is

impossible, because I and O are not adjacent within the same stripe..

I involved in a slider swap (Case = I-b)

Case - An I-O/N swap (see figure 35)

I is a rectangle and cannot be further reduced (in fact, any swap will increase I’s perimeter).

We have now shown that the grid is at a local minimum, by showing that none of the components

can be improved after the second phase of the algorithm.

2

The next algorithm was developed to reduce the effect of peninsulas on the overall perimeter.

7 The Improved U-turn Algorithm

The Basic U-turn algorithm is an extension of the CM algorithm. Initially, only a single processor

may extend over stripe boundaries. This algorithm has been proven to produce locally optimal

solutions; although undesirable components can still occur. The size of the U-turn region is greater

than or equal to zero and less than one component.

A further refinement was devised: The Improved U-turn algorithm. In this algorithm the U-

turn region was expanded to be of size greater than one component and strictly less than two

components (in the implementation the number of cells could exactly equal two components).

Within this expanded region much more elaborate methods were used for assigning the components
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(We believe that each stripe must contain enough cells for at least seven components, in order to

guarantee that neighboring U-turn regions don’t overlap.). The motivation behind this algorithm

is to reduce the possibility of getting components with large perimeters. The generic version of the

Improved U-turn algorithm is:

1. Assign the C component row-wise in the upper stripe.

2. Assign the 3 component column-wise across both stripes.

3. Assign the remaining cells in the upper stripe to L’s.

Any remaining L’s are assigned row-wise in the bottom

stripe.

4. The M component is assigned column-wise in the bottom stripe.

One of the main differences is that last component that can be completely assigned within the

stripe is assigned row-wise. Intuitively, this has the effect of reducing by half the height that an

overflow component could have in stripe i. The Improved U-turn algorithm is like the Basic U-turn

algorithm in that after an initial assignment, certain areas of the grid are searched for improving

swaps. There is a trade-off that must be considered, however. A component assigned using the

Basic U-turn algorithm in a near-optimal shape may be assigned in a shape with a perimeter

far from optimal using the Improved U-turn algorithm. In figure 36, the component labeled C

would have been assigned in a shape with a perimeter closer to optimal using the Basic U-turn

algorithm. So a tradeoff takes place: making worse the perimeter of one or more components (the

perimeters for L and M may also be made worse) in the hopes of improving the total perimeter for

the components appearing in the U-turn region.

In related research, Donaldson and Meyer [3] present a full description of the Improved U-turn

algorithm and a proof of local optimality (the number of cases is huge). The proof of optimality

is similar to the proof for the Basic U-turn algorithm, except for a greater number of cases and

refining swaps have to be checked.

There are cases that the Improved U-turn algorithm doesn’t process well. This led to the

development of nine different assigning techniques for a U-turn region. All of the techniques are

based on a U-turn region of size greater than one component and less than two. The actual patterns

of assignment are shown in section (add a pointer here).

The theme of all these patterns is to use the best possible assigning pattern for a given situation.

There are cases for which CM does a good job. There are other cases where column assigning does
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B
C

3L

M

Figure 36: An Improved U-turn assignment

better. At each U-turn region, all nine assignments processes are tried and the best perimeter is

kept.

There is another more subtle benefit that comes with the identification of a U-turn region. At

the point where the U-turn region starts, an integral number of components will have been assigned.

The perimeters of these completely assigned components are independent of the assignments for

the rest of the grid. This is a key idea that will be exploited in the next chapter when defining

subproblems.

8 Unbalanced Partitions

The methodology developed in this chapter is still valid if P does not divide the number of cells in

the grid, |V |. Our arguments were not based on the area per component, but if there were enough

remaining cells within a stripe to to assign a component. If P does not divide |V |, then (|V | mod P)

components will be assigned to ((|V | div P) + 1) cells. The remaining components will be assigned

to (|V | div P) cells. The components can be assigned in any order, just so long as a record is kept

of how many of each type of component have be assigned.
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9 Summary

Besides developing algorithms that produce locally optimal solutions, the identification of the U-

turn area was the most important discovery of this section. For most stripes, those components

appearing outside of the U-turn region tend to have perimeters that are close to the optimal perime-

ter. But bad things happen within the U-turn region. In the implementation that follows, several

different stripe assignment procedures are used to reduce the chance of occurrence of components

with perimeters that deviate greatly from the lower bound.

The second benefit occurred by careful consideration of the role of the U-turn region. The

U-turn region is basically that part of a stripe that possibly contains a non-integral number of

components. That part of the stripe that precedes the U-turn region plus all the cells appearing

above the stripe can be assigned an integral number of components, in other words a subproblem.

This fact plus the fact that an optimal solution possesses two traits that are present in problems

that dynamic programming is applicable lead to the discovery of polynomial-time algorithms.
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